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This is simply not a textbook I thought this "Student Workbook" would be similar to the regular
textbook but with added practice problems, but that's not the case. The reserve has no text content
material at all, just practice such as for example crossword puzzles, complete the blank, and
multiple choice. I'm sure the publication is ideal for testing your understanding, but don't make the
same mistake I did so and think that this book could have pages filled up with text and information.
This is book gets the 2010 American Center Association guidelines . Very informative I bought this
publication for my BLS course I took last month, the publication itself is very informative and is
excellent to look back on, however within the 4 hour class we were never asked to open up it. I
experienced to purchase the 2016 version in order to take my CPR course. This is book gets the
2010 American Center Association guidelines that's needed is for Healthcare Provider training. Five
Stars worked perfect for my class Out of date I ordered this book believing that it had been the up
to date version. The brand new books with the 2015 guidelines should be obtainable in early 2016.
It requires the AHA in regards to a year to help make the books available & begin teaching the
brand new guidelines once the suggestions are announced.... So in the long run it certainly wasn't
nessasary that I bought it.. Outdated. Uncertain why its the same cost as ... Outdated.. Great Buy!
Check publication time before you buy. Great information, I'm sure.. Not sure why its the same price
as the newest version. Hard to write anything. Not the books fault though! Great book, very helpful
and precise! Got it for BLS review course and we never even opened up it up. I'm sure all the info is
great, simply resent being informed to buy a book that we didn't use, and it was then transformed,
so couldn't resell. Great book to purchase for CPR training! Waist of money Just pictures, is similar
to for preschool. It is great! I am studying it right now as I must take my test in the next few days.
Great publication for CPR! I had studied this publication before through the hospital. It arrived quickly!
Be aware: The guidelines transformation every 5 years. However it was published this year 2010
and not useful.. quality nice book just wasnt necessary for the class. I have to take this program
every 2 years, and I am glad I have my own book. Cannot come back it for the entire refund.
Wasnt able to track. Just as presented, fast delivery, great price!
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